
Superior Quality Control
Real-life tested and backed by a limited  
lifetime warranty.

Quality furniture built with your comfort in mind.

RECLINING SOFAS All sofas are not 
created equal.

Carefully constructed reclining sofas, loveseats and sectionals 

that are specifically engineered for comfort that lasts. 

La-Z-Boy Craftsmanship
With state-of-the-art construction, all frames  
and mechanisms are crafted from the finest  
quality materials.

The Most Resilient  
Cushioning
Standard with high quality polyurethane foam or  
upgrade to La-Z-Boy Plus TEMPUR-Response®  
Memory Foam cushioning for one-of-a-kind  
support and deeper relaxation.

Wear-Tested Fabrics
All fabrics must pass the highest standards  
for wear, including our stain-resistant  
iClean™ fabrics.

R E S PONS E MEMORY FOAM

R E S PONS E MEMORY FOAM



Sectionals
Smart solutions for any sized space, 

sectionals allow you to maximize 

the seating area in any room.

Go Cordless
Add a convenient battery pack to 

your recliner, and place your furniture 

anywhere within a room without the 

need to be near an outlet.

La-Z-Boy Plus  
TEMPUR-Response® 
Memory Foam
Combine a 2” layer of premium quality 

TEMPUR-Response memory foam 

over a high-resiliency foam base for the 

perfect balance of personalized comfort 

and targeted support.

La-Z-Boy is the official furniture 
provider of Ronald McDonald 
House Charities®

la-z-boy.com
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The Relaxing Possibilities are Endless

Handle Options
Our sleek and ergonomic brushed 

nickel arc handle design makes 

reclining more stylish than ever.

Power
Smooth and effortless operation 

moves you from sitting to fully 

reclined in seconds. Choose from 

various models and options.

Choice of Fabric
When it comes to having plenty 

of choices, La-Z-Boy has got you 

covered. Your choices range from 

fabrics in all colors, textures and 

patterns to supple leather.

*Option availably is dependent on style selection.

Style Selection
Various style options allow you to choose your optimal 

reclining comfort. Our reclining sofas provide the same 

comfort as any of our recliners, while our wall reclining 

sofas allow for fully reclined comfort with space-saving 

convenience. You can’t go wrong when choosing your sofa.

Find Your Fit 
Choose from a variety of reclining sofas, loveseats  

and sectionals with plenty of relaxing room to share.  

Use our storage consoles to transform a sectional into 

a home entertainment experience with row-like seating, 

beverage holders and hidden storage. 

Personalized Comfort
Customize your furniture with options such as upgraded  

cushions for softness that adjusts to you, power that  

moves you from sitting to fully reclined in seconds,  

a stylish brushed nickel arc handle and much more.

Make It Yours
Create a look that’s all your own with a variety of fabrics 

and leathers that suit any taste, style and budget. 

How to Choose  
Your Perfect Sofa.


